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Locating and verifying assets in a CMMS can be as simple as taking pictures. 
Click a map, after GPS metadata from JPEG pictures is loaded to Davison CMMS: 

 

Press “Click Map” to find an equipment record from a map image. 
 

 
 
 

Click on a map image to find an equipment record and show a picture. 
  

 
 

 

Press “Show” to mark the location of an equipment on a map image. 
A pointer on the symbol indicates the direction of the photo.  

 



Locating and Verifying Equipment Assets with Simple Methods 
 

Just take pictures with an Android phone or other GPS camera equipment that is loaded with free 
software. Davison CMMS can locate equipment assets. The camera in an older Galaxy S5 phone is sufficient. 
It contains a GPS chip as accurate as dedicated GPS trackers, less than 15 ft (3m) error. 
 

We can supply an Android device with the proper settings for taking photos with GPS metadata. 

It is reasonable to calibrate and install the free software on your Android device. 
 

The metadata in these photos relate to asset records. Personnel can use Davison CMMS on a Windows™ 
tablet or notebook computer to find and verify equipment assets in the field. Use the shortcut “Go to Maps”, 
which is a simple interface.  ( C:\DMSystem\Shortcuts\Other_Access\Go to Maps.lnk ) 

No Internet connection is needed. 
 

Map Image and picture of an equipment asset, as shown in Davison CMMS: 
 

 
 
  

Map Images from simple JPG images 
Create a map from OpenStreetMap™, Google Maps™, or other sources. To capture maps from the 

screen, I use Greenshot™, a free download from: https://getgreenshot.org/downloads/. Screen shots from 
maps are easy to capture, compared to JPG exports. 

Map images do not display in map layers, but all the assets within the map are marked with one 
command. Map images can be refreshed from the initial JPG file and marked again for corrections. 

 

You could also create map images from scanning maps or drawings. GPS coordinates of the upper left and 
lower right corners are required as a reference. 

Map images are about 800 X 600 pixels to maximum recommended about 1280 X 960. Symbols to be 
clicked on the map should be about 14 pixels in diameter. 
 

Putting GPS Coordinates for Equipment Assets to A Map Image 
The symbol that is created by the "Put" or “Mark” command covers an area about +/- 0.00005 Decimal 

Degrees (DD) on a map that shows 1.5 km square. The "Put" command is acceptable accuracy and is an 
easy method to draw clickable points on the map image. 

Map images, with left-upper and right-lower coordinates assigned, vary from actual GPS coordinates 
about +/- 0.0001 DD. This is acceptable tolerance to click and find equipment. 

The “Put” or “Mark Tags” command draw this marker on the map image:    
You can click and locate equipment with no symbol drawn on the map. 

https://getgreenshot.org/downloads/


Adding a Map Image 
1. Create a map image (JPG file) defined by GPS coordinates at the Upper-left and Lower-right corners. 
2. Copy the JPG images to the Maps folder. In Map Information, select Actions, Open Maps folder. 

( C:\DmSystem\Data\GPSMaps\ ) 

3. In Map Information, add a record for the map image. 
 

Accurate corner coordinates (upper-left and lower-right) are required in Map Information. 
 

Map Image Size 

The size of the Click Map file is much reduced after saving marks. 
Excessively large files load slower, and are not needed. 

 

Techniques for Creating Map Images with GPS Coordinates 
I paste map images from OpenStreetMap™ or Google Maps™. Be sure to provide attribution to both 
Google and their data providers with text such as “Map data ©2019 Google” at the bottom right corner. 

  Examples of copyright attribution: 

   
 

Capture the precise area that is bound by the corner coordinates. I can show techniques in both Google 
Maps™ and OpenStreetMap™ that are easy to obtain a map image. Ask for my MS-Excel file 
CMMSPhotoD.xlsm. 
 

How to Put marks on Map Images and Coordinates to equipment records 
 

To draw marks on the Click Map for one or many tagged equipment, press “Mark Tags” as shown. 
 

 
 

The marker is temporary until the image is saved. Equipment records must be tagged in the “Scope” column. 
Otherwise, symbols can be marked with a mapping software, or an image editor. 

 

To put coordinates from the Click Map to the equipment record:     
 This is intended for maps that already have marks, or for correcting equipment coordinates. 
 Select the option shown: “Put coordinates to equipment from Click Map”. 
 Click on the map at the precise location of the equipment. 
 

     
 
 

To show coordinates for equipment on a map image, press the “Show” button: 
 
To clear temporary marks, press “Click Map”. 



Importing GPS Data 

You can import GPS coordinates from Excel (XLS) spreadsheets or comma-separated value files (CSV).  
 

For MS-Excel, save your copies as Excel 2000/XP (.xls). Find original XLS files in 
...\DmSystem\XLS_Import.zip  MapInfo.XLS   EqGPSInfo.XLS   PdMGPSInfo.XLS. 

 
 

From Map Information, select "Actions, Export/Import, Import Map GPS Coordinates..." to open your copy 
of MapInfo.XLS with a format as follows: 

 

 Map File    Latitude Upper Left      Longitude Upper Left Latitude Lower Right   Longitude Lower Right  
MapofArea.JPG  31.957558 35.938396 31.955903      35.940765 

 

From the Find menu, "Import Equipment GPS Coordinates..." opens your copy of EqGPSInfo.XLS with a 
format as follows. See  PdMGPSInfo.XLS for PredictMate ™. 

 

Unit Code    Component Latitude  Longitude       Image Direction    Image FileName 
1132101    B  -32.717113 25.578487 295  MyFile.JPG 

 

 
Building Drawings 

The coordinates for equipment can represent a 
relative location, and identify equipment in Davison 
CMMS. In this case you “Put” equipment location on 
the map. 

In this case map coordinates might not be GPS 
coordinates. They can be a reference from upper-left 
to lower-right corners of the drawing. 

 
 

A possible set of corner coordinates in Map Information for building drawings: 
 

Location  Map File     Upper Left       Upper Left Lower Right    Lower Right  
FLOOR1 MyDrawing1.JPG  01.000000 91.000000 01.200000      91.200000 
FLOOR2 MyDrawing2.JPG  02.000000 92.000000 02.200000      92.200000 
FLOOR3 MyDrawing3.JPG  03.000000 93.000000 03.200000      93.200000 

 

Each image for building drawings could have a separate range of corner coordinates to eliminate the 
possibility of duplicated equipment coordinates on different drawings. However, overlapping maps and 
drawings are acceptable. 

 

How to get GPS Data from JPG Image Files 
 

I use ExifTool by Phil Harvey to get GPS metadata from .JPG images: 
 https://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/ 
 

This is an example shell command, run from a folder with JPG images to create a CSV file of GPS 
coordinates from all JPG image files in that folder: 

exiftool.exe  -csv -filename  
-gps:GPSLatitude  -gps:GPSLatitudeRef -gps:GPSLongitude -gps:GPSLongitudeRef -gps:GPSImgDirection ./  > ThisGPS.csv 

 

https://www.sno.phy.queensu.ca/~phil/exiftool/


 Camera Requirements 

Any camera or device with a GPS chip (not just assisted GPS from cell phone towers) that takes photos 
with GPS metadata is acceptable. In the metadata (or More Information) with the photo, you should see: 

GPS Location (Latitude and Longitude) 
GPS Direction in degrees (0-360). 

 

Simple Hardware – Android Device 
I recommend the free phone application Open Camera™ on the Android device. Open Camera™ stores to 

metadata the GPS coordinates and GPS Image direction (the direction the photo was taken). Please see the 
recommended setting for Open Camera™ in the following page. 

A Samsung™ Galaxy™ Android phone can record GPS coordinates as accurate as about any GPS tracking 
device. 
 

Calibration 
Calibrate the Android device with this app:  GPS Status & Toolbox, free from the Play Store 

Error should be less than 15 ft (3m) when outside with no obstructions.  
 

      
 

If the error is consistently greater than 15 ft, calibrate the device per the following instructions. 

 
On the phone: Settings > Location > Mode > High accuracy is set to ON 
Download GPS Status & Toolbox, free from the Play Store 
 

 

In GPS Status & Toolbox, tap the screen to show the 
menu icon. 

 

Outside, with clear view of the sky: 
 

Select: 
Compass calibration 
Calibrate pitch and roll 
Manage A-GPS state 

 
Follow the instructions. 

 



Suggested settings in Open Camera™ 
 

 

No stamp on photos (default) 
 

 

 

Camera Preview: 
Show compass direction 
Show Zoom 
 

 

Camera resolution not greater than 2 
megapixels. 
 

 

 
Location Settings: 
Store location and compass in the JPG image 
file. You might need to uncheck “Require 
location data”. 
 

 

 
Location must be enabled. 
 

 
 
More Camera controls: 
Shutter sound off 
 
On-Screen GUI: 
Check: Show zoom slider control 

 



Decimal Degrees 
Decimal degrees (DD) express latitude and longitude geographic coordinates as decimal fractions and are 

used in many Geographic Information Systems (GIS), web mapping applications such as Google Maps, and 
GPS devices. Decimal degrees are preferred to using degrees, minutes, and seconds (DMS). As with latitude 
and longitude, the values are bounded by ±90° and ±180° respectively. 
 

 Latitude   
Positive latitudes are north of the equator, negative latitudes are south of the 
equator. Positive longitudes are east of Prime Meridian, negative longitudes are 
west of the Prime Meridian. Latitude and longitude are usually expressed in that 
sequence, latitude before longitude. For example, latitude at the North Pole is 90 
degrees and latitude at the equator is 0 degrees. 

  
 

 
 
Longitude 

 
An example of DMS coordinates: 
 degrees, minutes, and seconds 
 46 deg 2' 46.69" North 118 deg 22' 52.25" West 
 
The same GPS coordinates in DD format: 
 46.046303 -118.381181 
Decimal Degrees = Degrees + (Minutes/60) + (Seconds/3600) 
 

Direction in Degrees 
 

GPS direction is numeric from 0 degrees to 360 degrees, where 0 and 360 are the same direction, North. 
 

 
 

Additional Utility Software 
I have additional MS-Excel™ spreadsheets that compare GPS coordinates from photo metadata with CMMS GPS 

coordinates. This helps relate additional photos to assets in the CMMS, and confirming if multiple photos were taken at 
the same location. (File: CMMSPhotoD.xlsm) 

The file BACKUP_OC_20190729_084718.xml or its most recent equivalent is stored in 
C:\DmSystem\XLS_Import.zip. This file can be restored to Open Camera™ for the settings shown in this document. 

 


